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Frequent user
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Aerospace Engineer
Frequent user

Jerey 
24

Engineer
Novice user



Task 1

Goal— test whether IKEA explains family account clear to 
customers 

Background—

Steps—

Suppose that your heart from your friends 
that Ikea family is good, you also want to 
create one. 

1. Find IKEA family entrance

2. Check the benefits

3. Dicide “Join or not”



Task 2

Goal—  test whether the website is good for users to explore, which will 
lead to final purchase, Then find the nearest store in which the 
product is still available.

Background—

Steps—

You’re going to buy something on your table/desk in 
your workplace. (e.g. file storage, some drawers…). 
Please choose one. Can’t use search bar.

1. start from the home page

2. find what you want for workspace 

3. check availability

4. nearest store 

5. add to bag



Task 3

Goal— 1. test whether the user can recognize compare function fast and how this function helps users for their 
shopping experience 
2. check whether users literally compare two products manually or use this function when they are doing this 
task 

Background—

Steps—

Choose the top two drawers you like the most and 
see what are the differences between the two 
products.

1. find two drawers you want to buy the most

2. compare what are the differences



Task 4

Goal— test whether the website is good for users to find what they want with filter.

Background—

Steps—

Let’s say you need a sofa (for 2people or for 1 person), but your budget is 
$300. Please, find the sofa you want and add it to your shopping bag. 
You can select and add maximum 3 items to your shopping list.

1. search sofa or chair

2. set filter ( budgets, number of seats)

3. add to list



Task 5

Goal— test how will users do when they want to pick up first.

Background—

Steps—

Say that you need them in a hurry, you 
want to find out which stores have 
them so that you can drive to pick up. 
Otherwise, the only way left is to buy 
online.

1. go to the shopping bag; presse check out.

2. try to collect

3. if can’t, choose “buy online”



Issue 1—task 1

When log in, the system doesn’t provide which one is not 
correct. User need to check each of them. 

Since this is only the wrong password, the system should 
point out the issue directly. 



Issue 2—task 1

After joinning IKEA Family, the footer area in the website 
still has an obvious entrance for “Join IKEA Family” , which 
makes users confused. 

Remove it, or upgrad the notifications. 



Issue 3—task 1

The short description of IKEA Family is not clear in the user 
profile page and even different from the main description 
page from the home page.
Here it tells audience that it’s kind of a remandation system.  
But fom the detailed page, it shows it is a kind of rewards 
program system. 

Unify the description in every entrance of IKEA Family. 
Providing clear Titles will help users qucikly get the points in 
the detailed pages, because users prefer to read the big words 
to understand if it is acctracting. 
And provide the link to “read more” in user profile page, which 
will help users understand what it really is and the benefits 
are if joinning. 



Issue 1—task 2

If users could go to “room” section, this task is pretty easy, otherwise, 
searching in the “Product” again and again makes them feel this 
website is not good for online shopping, which will lead them to 
shop in stores becasue they will get ideas when seeing so many 
samples in IKEA’s maze.

For teaching users to use other functions, like “search by rooms”, 
IKEA should put a link in a obious place to notice them: “can’t find 
what you want? try search by rooms”, which will help users get out 
of the loop where they only user menu to find products.



Issue 2—task 2

None of my participants are willing to scroll down to explore other 
opportunities. The big images there prevent them to scroll, so that they 
frequently use top menu.

Compress the ads area, providing more useful and easy-access 
information to help better user online shopping experience.



Issue 3—task 2

The default store location is annoying, even user has already set the 
preferred store before. 
“That’s not my store!”
Really hard for users to search their store. For experienced users, it is 
ok. Because they know the names of the stroes. But for new users. 
They can’t locate themselve. 

Update the preferred store once users are all set in previous steps.
Provide map for users to understand where they are, to choose the 
nearest ones. 
Improve the fuzzy search system for users when they are not allowed 
to use current locations.



Issue 1—task 3

Products’ layout is pretty similar with some other functions, which 
will mislead users’ actions, because users are always attracted by 
images.
And it is hard for users to get out when they find it is not right.

Other functions should be distinguished from others, and ease to 
undo when users realize they are in a wrong palce.



Issue 2—task 3

No one can find where the “compare” function 
is.  Even some users find the right place ( locate 
products from mune ), they can’t see the 
“compare” button.

They should understand the logic of user’s way 
when they want to do compare work. Most of 
them prefer to find all thee like first, then do 
the compare, which means users will check 
each details of them then put them together to 
find out the different. 



Good Job—task 3

In the “compare” page, IKEA put out the whole 
dimensions for users to undertand the real 
sizes of products, which makes people happy 
and feel useful, because it really solve a 
problem that almost Furniture-buyers would 
have —understanding the size, what’s the width, 
what’s the height and what’s the depth. 



Issue 1—task 4

When using “search” to find products, it is 
hard to get rid of some realted stuff. When 
user set the price limits, Sofa covers exist all 
of the page. But when finding products by 
menu navigation, there’s no issue.

Add one more filter to filter out the related 
products, only keep the exact results.



Issue 1—task 4

Can’t have the right to set the exact number 
when setting the price limit. 

Provide users more flexiable way to let they 
have things controlled.



Issue 1—task 5

In the shopping bag, the sytem doesn’t provide whether the 
paroduct is avilible or not in the selected store., which can’t 
provide a clear sense for users to understand in which way to 
buy.

Show the status of pruducts in  th shopping bag. And give rights 
to users to let them modifiy and check which store is good.



Issue 2—task 5

The default store is not updated with users’ previous setting.
And after coming back from next step, the delivery option is 
missed. User can’t find what to do.
  
Likewise, update stores everywhere.
fix bug.



Issue 3—task 5

The system also tells users what can’t do, but never provide the 
options or other solutions, which make online shopping 
experience is bad, pushing users to go to the phiscal stores.
  
Give a map list, inform users where can do the “pick-up”
Ask users if they’d like to buy those unavailable for collect 
online. Just help user by providing solutions.



Reflection

It is hard to create the task list. You need to go through the website again and 
again and find some obvious problems first, then according to the overall system 
( IKEA is famous of its maze-like store shopping experience in the U.S. But its 
digital touchpoints always fall back ), you need to design or pick the most 
relevant pieces, which cost me 2 days to do tasks design.

Interviewing is not as hard as I thought before, especially for people outside of 
ID. During this practice, I choose 3 from other school or work area, all of them are 
native speaker. They can quickly get what I am saying when I introduced them 
the topic and “Think aloud”.

Lastly, you are not the user, user is not you. You can never predict users’ action, 
especially for non-design background people. Some of my tasks went within my 
expectation, some were  not. Some of the interesting findings provided by users, 
I can’t find them forever if I don’t do this practise. 


